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Motivation

• Stability-Plasticity Dilemma in Online Continual Learning
• Stability: Retention of previous knowledge ⇔ Plasticity: Ability to learn new knowledge 

• The plasticity of online continual learning is more vulnerable than offline continual learning 

→ because the training signal that can be obtained from streaming data is limited



Motivation



Method

• We propose a multi-scale feature adaptation network (MuFAN) for online CL, which 
consists of three components to obtain both high stability and plasticity.

I. As input: multi-scale feature maps exploited from a pre-trained model

II. As loss: novel structure-wise distillation loss across tasks

III. As an architecture: novel stability-plasticity normalization module



Method I. Multi-scale Feature Maps As Input

• Rather than leveraging a raw RGB image, we accelerate classifier training by leveraging    
an aggregated feature map from the meaningful spaces of the pre-trained encoder.

• Why an aggregated multi-scale feature map from a pre-trained model?

• The low-level features extracted by shallow layers encode more pattern-wise and general information, whereas 
the high-level features extracted by deeper layers contain more contextual information that focuses on 
prominent features.



Method II. Structure-wise Distillation Loss (ℒ𝐃"𝐂𝐒𝐃)

• Most distillation losses in CL have been point-wise; for each data point, they regularized    
the change by distilling individual outputs. 

• We present a structure-wise distillation loss ℒ𝐃"𝐂𝐒𝐃 for CL. 
• We compute a structure-wise potential 𝜓 for a tuple of data samples across tasks from the replay buffer and       

distill relations through the potential.



Method III. Stability-Plasticity Norm Module

• We propose a new stability-plasticity normalization (SPN) module that sets one                    
normalization operation efficient for stability and another normalization operation            
efficient for plasticity in a parallel manner.
• A SPN module splits the feature map 𝒂 of the classifier 𝑚 into halves along the channel dimension and    

applies a different normalization operation to each half feature map.



Experimental Setup 

• Benchmarks:
• Split SVHN: 5 tasks

• Split CIFAR100: 20 tasks

• Split miniImageNet: 20 tasks

• CORe50: 10 tasks

• CL scenarios: 

• Online task-incremental scenario

• Online task-free scenario

• Architecture: 

• As the pre-trained encoder, we use an ImageNet-pretrained EfficientNet-lite0 or a COCO-pretrained       
SSDlite, which uses MobileNetV3 as a backbone, considering model complexity.



Experimental Results

• Online task-incremental scenario • Online task-free scenario

MuFAN achieves the state-of-the-art performance



Discussion

• Ablation study on each proposed component



Thank you!
For any question, feel free to ask via e-mail


